This work focuses on the segmentation and counting of peripheral blood smear particles which plays a vital role in medical diagnosis. Our approach profits from some powerful processing techniques. Firstly, the method used for denoising a blood smear image is based on the Bivariate wavelet. Secondly, image edge preservation uses the Kuwahara filter. Thirdly, a new binarization technique is introduced by merging the Otsu and Niblack methods. We have also proposed an efficient step-by-step procedure to determine solid binary objects by merging modified binary, edged images and modified Chan-Vese active contours. The separation of White Blood Cells (WBCs) from Red Blood Cells (RBCs) into two sub-images based on the RBC (blood's dominant particle) size estimation is a critical step. Using Granulometry, we get an approximation of the RBC size. The proposed separation algorithm is an iterative mechanism which is based on morphological theory, saturation amount and RBC size. A primary aim of this work is to introduce an accurate mechanism for counting blood smear particles. This is accomplished by using the Immersion Watershed algorithm which counts red and white blood cells separately. To evaluate the capability of the proposed framework, experiments were conducted on normal blood smear images. This framework was compared to other published approaches and found to have lower complexity and better performance in its constituent steps; hence, it has a better overall performance.
INTRODUCTION
The complete blood count (CBC) is used as a broad screening test and widely used diagnostic to check for such disorders as infections, allergies, problems with clotting, and for diagnosing and managing numerous diseases. It is actually a panel of tests that examines different particles of the blood drops and includes the WBC [1] and RBC [2] counts, WBC differential, sign of disease, and the number of infected cells. To do this, the blood film is stained [3, 4, 5] (e. g., Wright's, Giemsa, or May-Grunwald) and then imaged with a transmission light microscope. The most reliable and complete diagnosis of blood smear infection is done by manually finding disorders and abnormalities in blood samples through a microscope, and counting blood smear particles. Not only is this a time consuming task but it is also subject to undesirable human error. In essence, the goal of this and related work is to develop and validate the necessary image processing steps to quantify and count peripheral blood particles on blood smear slides. The history of computerized research into automated blood slide examination dates back to 1975 with Bentley and Lewis [6] . The first jump to fully automated analysis of blood slides was presented by Rowan [7] in 1986. There is a large number of literature dedicated to differential blood counts, blood particles segmentation, blood classification and other related medical issue can be found in some sample works from 1976 up to 2010 .In essence, the current work aims to answer three questions: 1) how many primary particles such as RBCs and WBCs are present in a blood smear slide; 2) what is average size estimation of the RBC particles; and 3) how can we mitigate problems posed by different conditions such as noisy and degraded images, differing blood staining techniques, various types of microscope illumination, and overlapping and adjacent cells.
METHODS:
This paper presents an accurate, robust mechanism to determine the distribution of blood smear particles. This work does not address issues such as deformed RBC shapes (teardrops, crescents, needles, or a variety of other forms), infected RBCs and extra overlapping cells which can be found with certain types of diseases.
Our method comprises nine steps: 1) Image acquisition and conversion to green channel. 2) De-noise with Bivariate Shrink Wavelet. 3) Edge Preserve with Kuwahara filter. 4) Binarization with Niblack & Otsu. 5) Fill closed objects. 6) Size extraction. 7) Extract sub-image containing individual closed WBC region. 8) Separate WBCs from RBCs. 9) Counting algorithm. Details of each step are presented below.
2.1.

Image acquisition and conversion to Green Channel:
Our algorithm has been tested over sets of normal blood images collected from the GHODS polyclinic (Tehran, Iran) saved in JPEG format of size 512x512 pixels acquired using a Sony dfw-sx910 Camera. The first step is to convert images to the Green channel as it is more reliable than the Red or Blue channels for noisy and distorted images.
2.2.
Denoising with Bivariate Shrink Wavelet
To design a reliable system that may be used under different conditions such as different blood staining techniques, types of chemical materials used, microscope types, illumination conditions, human errors, etc., a pre-processing step is required. Wavelet shrinkage is a signal denoising technique based on the idea of thresholding the wavelet coefficients of an image. For this work, Bivariate shrinkage based on Daubechies wavelets were used. From the experimental and mathematical results we concluded that for noisy microscopic images (even in the presence of high noise), the Bivariate Shrink filter [31, 32] is optimal compared to other choices. It produces the maximum peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) for the output image compared to the other filters considered However, the Bivariate output is blurred by default; hence, a recovery algorithm is required to smooth the texture while preserving edges.
2.3.
Edge Preservation with Kuwahara filter:
Edge preservation is an image processing technique to recover degraded and blurred images while reducing the negative effect of noise in images. It can be a preliminary step toward better binarization and object segmentation. Different methods have been proposed: Median filter [33] , Symmetrical Nearest Neighbor (SNN) filter [34] , convolution kernel filters [35] , preserving color reduction method [36] , bilateral techniques [37] , and the Kuwahara filter [38] . In this paper, the Kuwahara filter is used. Experimentation shows that because of intrinsic characteristics of blood smear particles, the Kuwahara filter has the sharpest edges which leads to better binarization in next step (see Fig. 2 ). However, the output may be somewhat toothy and jagged. 
2.4.
Binarization with Niblack & Otsu:
After pre-processing (denoising and edge enhancement), binarization is the third step which allows to extract WBCs and RBCs sub-images, compute the cell sizes and count them. Generally, binarization methods can be applied with global and local thresholding. Different binarization methods include the approaches of Niblack [40] , Bernsen [40] , Sauvola [41] and Otsu [42] . In experiments over different samples with different initial conditions (see an example in Fig. 3 ) showed that Niblack is the most reliable method to maintain disjoint components which is crucial in avoiding over or under segmentation. In this work, a modified binarization method is proposed by merging Niblack and Otsu approaches. This process reduces limitations and drawbacks of each of them. In Niblack, there is a local thresholding based on T(x,y)=m(x,y)+k*s(x,y) where m(x, y) and s(x, y) are the average and the standard deviation of a local area which the size of the window must be large enough to suppress the noise amount in the image as well as be also small enough to keep local details. In practice, a window size of 15-by-15 in all available database images works well. The "k" value helps to separate and adjust the percentage of pixels that belong to foreground (especially in the boundaries). We use k=-0.1. Details of Otsu algorithm can be found in [42] . In some previously published papers [43] , Otsu thresholding was the common binarization method; however, this method tends to result in overlapping objects that are too close to one another which in turn leads to false results after segmentation. In the modified version, pixels are labeled as backgrounds pixels if they are labeled as either background pixel in Niblack or in Otsu and the remaining points are kept as foreground (objects). Using this merging process, we mitigate the problem of extra small spurious regions produced by the Niblack algorithm. 
Edge detection and binarization for hole filling:
In the output of the modified binarization process, some RBCs and especially WBCs (due to their granular cytoplasm) may have boundaries that are not closed. Applying canny edge detection [44] (over the same edge preserving result of the Kuwahara filter) also gives an output that may boundaries that are not closed. Therefore, we merge the modified binarization and Canny output images to create an image to close the boundaries of RBCs and WBCs, whereupon the interiors of the closed boundaries are filled (see Fig. 4 ). Using the closing image transformation with defined SE (Structure Element) =1px unwanted edges, typically generated by Canny, are removed.
2.6.
Size extraction:
A normal blood cell is primarily one of two major particles: a RBC with a normal Probability Distribution Function (PDF) around 6.0-8.5 μm [2] or a WBC [45] (7-18 μm) which includes a nucleus and cytoplasm is about 1-3 times bigger than normal and mature RBCs. Moreover, WBCs are classified into five main shape groups with varying degrees of non-convexity [46] . We use size characteristics as an effective factor to distinguish between the two main types of RBC and WBC cells. Granulometry [47] can determine the size distribution of image objects without explicitly segmenting each object first. According to normal Blood Probability Distribution Function (PDF) and RBC ratio in comparison with WBC numbers, the maximum regional peak in pattern spectrum diagram (Granulometry output; see 
2.7.
Extracting a sub-image containing individual closed WBC regions:
First, a sub-image containing WBCs is separated from the image generated at the end of step 5) of the framework. This is done in five steps: A) An approximate location of nucleus is found by keeping 70% maximum "S" value in HSV channel module over edge preserved image. B) A morphological dilation by RBC size is performed over the discontinuous extracted dots (equal or greater than 70% maximum "S") to estimate and close the entire possible connective WBC region. C) A square mask surrounding the center of mass of connective regions (after dilation) with the size of 2*diameter of mass region is applied over whole image to extract sub-images including separated WBCs and somewhat near RBCs. D) Since the boundaries of the WBCs in the image after merging binarization and canny output may still be imprecise, a more accurate estimation of the WBC boundaries can be obtained by applying an Active Contour using the Chan-Vese implementation [48] and then applying Canny edge detection to the resultant image. This edge -detected w. LW
..I S .a w r image is then merged with the image generated at the end of step 5 and the interiors of the cells are filled pixel-wise in this merged image. E) As a post-processing step some small spurious regions is cleaned up by using a closing morphological transformation (SE size = 1 px). Example images of each step are shown in Fig. 6 . 
2.8.
Separating WBCs from RBCs
Thus far, an image is formed with solid objects; before counting, WBCs and RBCs should be separated into two subimages. This task could be done by a step-by-step iterative method: A) Apply granulometry over the blood smear image (with the RBC interiors filled in) and saving approximate RBC size. B) Initialize the possible available WBC size from expected physical characteristics and an acceptable marginal range: C1=80% *RBC size (as an initial marginal value). C) Moving the circular mask over blood smear image and detecting the exact matching objects of the same size. D) For those matched objects with any pixel with an S value greater than 70% of the maximum value (which indicates the presence of a nucleus here), all its pixel intensities are set to 0 (zero). E) Applying circular mask function in a closed loop by an initial radius value (C1=80%*RBCsize) and then moving the mask over all image pixels. F) Save the WBC indicator in a new image mask. G) Possible noisy remained region and speckles are removed by deleting closed objects less than 1/3 RBC size. This procedure is time consuming but efficient for all five main kinds of WBCs. 
Counting algorithm:
To count objects in an image, watershed segmentation approaches [49] are frequently employed. In this work, the immersion watershed method is applied. The accuracy and efficiency of watershed segmentation over two blood smear sub-images is directly related to previous steps.
RESULTS
A set of blood smear test images were used to show that our proposed framework is more accurate in comparison with some classical methods, and also is much more robust for degraded images which are blurry and/or noisy. The first comparison method denoises the image with a median filter with a 3x3 mask function and then uses Otsu binarization to create an intermediate image. Then a second intermediate image is created using Canny edge detection. These two intermediate images are merged into the final image, objects with closed boundaries are filled pixelwise, and the number of objects is counted using watershed segmentation. The second comparison method performs the same procedure using Otsu binarization but skips the Canny edge detection step. In Table 1 , 10 different blood smear slides (numbered N0 to N9) with a variety of image characteristics are segmented by our approach and compared with some known techniques such as different possible combination of Otsu, canny. In the last four rows, the images have had noise added to the images to test the robustness of our framework under extreme conditions. The results are compared with manual counts of the number of RBCs and WBCs, with the difference between the computed counts and the manual counts indicated by the numbers in parenthesis. The results show that our approach is much closer to the actual counts, especially in noisy images showing that our denoising techniques lead to better results. In particular, WBC counts are much more accurate with our framework than with those methods using different binarization techniques (a total of 1 miscounted, under or overcounted, WBC versus 76 for Otsu-Canny and 26 for Otsu for the 10 images without additive noise), while on the other hand, RBCs are frequently uncounted but to a smaller extent than the typical overcounts of the other techniques (a total of 65 miscounted RBCs versus 173 for Otsu-Canny and 140 for Otsu for images without additive noise). 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a simple and step-by-step efficient algorithm for noisy blood smear particles segmentation has been presented together with a new approach for fully automated detection and segmentation of RBCs and WBCs in a blood smear image. Experimental results indicate that the current analysis of blood cells is accurate and it offers remarkable segmentation accuracy. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated by comparing the automatically extracted blood particles with manual segmentations and other traditional techniques. Furthermore, the introduced method being simple and easy to implement is best suited for medical applications in clinical settings. The main breakthroughs are: (a) robust denoising by Bivariate shrinkage thresholding and mitigating its side effect problem (blurring) by using Kuwahara edge preservation filter; (b) introducing new calibrated binary images using merged Otsu and Niblack thresholding approach; and (c) separation of blood smear particles into two sub-images using a mask-based algorithm.
